September 2017
Dear Parent/Carer
Please complete and return the attached Offsite Activity Medical, Consent,
Photographic Consent and Others form for Junior Children
The purpose of this form is to ensure that should your child have an accident or be
taken ill whilst on a school trip or activity and we are unable to contact you, we have
your permission to administer medical treatment in an emergency. Therefore it is vital
that this form is completed and returned to the school office or class teacher as soon as
possible. Failure to do so may result in your child being unable to participate in a trip
or activity. Also included on the back of the form is photographic and video filming
consent and consent for other activities details which are given below, these all need
to be signed.
During the year the children take part in a wide range of activities. Often there are
similarities and to reduce the need for you to keep providing permissions we are,
where appropriate, requesting one response which can then be used for the year. You
will always be made aware of events both in and out of school through termly letters,
newsletters, the events diary, the website and, of course, your children.
Visits to St. Joseph’s
The children visit St. Joseph’s on a regular basis for Mass, preparation for and
attendance at liturgies (such as the Advent Service) and other events. Rather than
needing individual responses please complete and return the reply slip below giving
permission for the visits.
Films
In school we use film regularly in the curriculum. Visual literacy is so important as it
provides a child with the images and spoken language they can then translate into
writing. Books they read which can then be compared to visual interpretations also
extend children’s understanding. We watch only U or PG films and ask that you give
permission for this. The films are always carefully chosen.
Upper Juniors only – On occasions a 12 rated film may be selected which coincides
with a topic being covered in the curriculum. Separate permission will be obtained for
this.
Food Tasting
There is no better way to remember what we learn than through experiencing it. The
children will have the opportunity to taste foods from other cultures and traditions.
The completed form will be kept in a confidential file for the school year. Should any
details such as emergency contact information, medical condition or allergies change,
please advise us immediately.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs S Barry
Head Teacher

